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Work Name :- construction of c.c. road and drain gaytri mandir chunchunimohalla from shatrughan house to radheshyam house at ward no 62PWD building SOR 01.01.2015
S.

1

CE OF THE MUNCIPAL CORPORATION,KORBA(C

N.

2

4

ABSTRACT

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Excavation for alltypes and sizes of
|foundations, trenches and drains or for any
other purpose including disposal of excavated
stuff upto 1.5 m lift and lead upto 50Om (at

|least 5m away from the excavated area),
including dressing and leveling of pits.

|In alltypes of soils.

|Providingand filling in plinth with sand/
Crusher dust and hard moorumunder floor in
|layers not exceeding 20cm in depth
consolidating eachdeposited layer by ramming
|and watering, including dressing etc.complete

Providing and laying nominal mix plain
|cement concrete with crushed stone aggregate

3 using concrete mixer in all works upto plinth
|level excluding cost of form work.

1:4:8 (1l cement :4 coarse sand:8graded

|stone aggregate 40mm nominal size).

|Providing and laying nominal mix plain
cement concrete with crushed stone aggregate
using concrete mixer in allworks upto plinth
|level excluding cost of form work

1:1%:3 (1 cement : 1½ coarse sand:3 graded
stone aggregate 2Omm nominal size).

Deepak Estimate. boundry (ramesh)

OTY UNIT RATE AMOUNT

511.21

62.22

60.09

CUM 185.00

CUM 371.00

Cum 2659.00

94573.85

23083.62

159779.31
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roviding and laying nominal mix reinforced
cement concrete with crushed stone aggregate
|using concrete mixer in all worksupto plinth
|level excluding cost of form work.

1:12:3(1 cement:1% coarse sand : 3 graded
stone aggregate 20mm nominal size).

|Providing and fixing form work including
centring, shuttering, strutting, staging,
propping bracing etc. complete and including

|its removalat all levels, for:

|foundation,footing,base of column plinth
|beam curtain wall in any shape and size and

all type of wall below plinth level

|2.1.7 Suspended floors, roofs, access platform,

|balconies (plain surfaces) and
shelves (cast in situ)

|Providing and placing in position

reinforcement for R.C.C. work including

straightening, cutting, bending, binding etc.

complete as per drawings including cost of

binding wire in foundation and plinth all

complete:

Thermo-Mechanically treated bars FE 415

3.9 Extra for precast PCC/ RCCwork of any

mix including form work, hoisting and fixing

in Cement Mortar. 1:2 (1 Cement:2 coarse

sand) and finishing with cement plaster in

Cement Mortar 1:3 (1 Cement :3 coarse sand)

but excluding reinforcement.

carriage by mechanical transport up to 5 km

lead

|70% earth

Deepak Estimate. boundry (ramesh)

76.88

8.40

116.65

3.36

127.05

1.92

355.50

cm 4073.00 313132.24

CUM 4163.00 34969.20

Sqm 139.00

Sqm 235.00

kg 54.50

cum 469.00

cum 111.00|

16214.35

789.60

6924.23

900.48

39460.50)



17 Filling from available excavated stuff
(Excluding rock)in trenches, plinth, sides of
|foundation etc. in layers not exceeding

1o 20cm in depth consolidating cach deposited

layer by ramming and watering with a lead
upto 50 M. and lift upto 1.5 M. cum 65.00

Sub Engineer
Municipal Corporation

Korba (C.G.)

Deepak Estimate. boundry (ramesh)

152.00 CUM 65.00

Total
Say Rs

9880.00

699686.44

700000.00

Asst. Engiheer
Municipal Corporation

Korba (¢.G)


